
The Coopworth $Index and the Maternal $Index were one and the same.

Recently, Sheep Genetics circulated a questionnaire among maternal seed stock producers to gauge where 
the industry is headed and any concerns breeders may have had using the Maternal $Index in their breeding 
programs.

As a result of the responses they have made some changes to the Lambplan Index. There are now three 
Maternal type Indexes:

• Border Leicester Cross (BLX): Used for a cross breeding system using Merino dams, it rewards early growth, 
improves reproduction and maintains wool quality.

• Maternal Carcase Production (MCP): Ranks animals for modern self-replacing maternal flocks but has no 
emphasis on worm egg counts.

• Maternal Carcase Production Plus (MCP+): Also ranks animals for the modern self-replacing maternal flock 
with a carcase focus, and does include worm egg counts.

Palmerston Coopworths will be using the MCP+ Index though we will continue to put emphasis on wool.

The old Coopworth and Maternal $Index are being phased out, though for the time being we may be able to 
produce them on request.

The table above compares the three new Indexes with the old Maternal $Index on the right. It should be noted 
that they are no longer expressed as a percentage, rather they show predicted 10-year gain.

The biggest change is that adult weight is capped, which comes at a slight cost to growth and fertility. Long term 
Palmerston Coopworth clients will remember the client survey we sent out a few years ago in which the majority 
of you responded that high adult weight was of concern, we took that on board and are well and truly on track to 
having sheep with good early growth combined with lower adult weight.
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WELCOME | 2016
Welcome to the 2016 edition of the Palmerston Coopworth 
newsletter, after a year off in 2015. It’s been a tough year, with 
really challenging conditions right through. However, we are 
very pleased with how our sheep have handled the conditions.

We are also excited to announce that with assistance from 
Cat Nichols we are in the process of revamping and updating 
the Palmerston Coopworth website. Keep an eye on www.
palmerstoncoopworths.com - it is scheduled to go live by 
the time of our ram sale (23 November). The website will 
be kept up to date with all of the latest information and will 
have links to past newsletters, our current sires and ram sale 
information.

Our ram sale this year will be held on 23rd of November. 

UPDATE from Palmerston
At the time of writing this, October 2016, the 
paddocks are awash with water and lambs 
and the season is shaping up to be a bumper 
grass year.

The 100mm we received in January set us 
up for a good joining and when the rain really 
started in earnest in May our fortunes turned 
around after what can only be described as a 
very difficult Spring/Summer period.

I have been hearing stories of various 
sheep producers experiencing difficulties 
with lambing, due mainly to sheep being in 
too good a condition at lambing. Industry 
programs such as Lifetime Ewe Management 
and Bred Well Fed Well are promoting 
condition score 3.5 for twin lambing ewes. 
However, this information is based on 
research done on merino flocks and I don’t 
believe it holds true for crossbred flocks. My 
experience is that I get the best results (lamb 
and ewe survival) with single bearing ewes 
in condition score 2.5 to 2.8 and twins 2.8 
to 3 at lambing. I understand that there is 
now research being conducted on crossbred 
flocks, so I’ll be very interested in the results 
from this and will keep you updated.

Toxo and Campy were about this year, my vet 
mentioned both were prevalent with Campy 
being prominent in the first half of lambing and 
Toxo in the second half. Those vaccinating 
for Campy have had successful results and it 
doesn’t look like we will have access to a Toxo 
vaccination in the foreseeable future.

I’m very happy with the way Palmerston 
Coopworths are progressing. Growth and 
fertility are good and adult weight is moderate. 
The direction we have been taking for the last 
4 years suits the new MCP+ Index. Our best 
sire, 140047 also suits the new MCP+ Index 
beautifully with an Index of 144. 

I’m becoming increasingly particular about 
using NZ genetics. The standard of the 
Australian Coopworth flock is pretty high 
already and the coarse open fleece of a lot of 
the NZ sheep makes a lot of them unsuitable 
for use here.

As well as running between 450 and 500 stud ewes, we 
run about 4000 commercial ewes and replacements. 
Like everyone else, we’re in the business of producing 
as many lambs as we can, finished as quickly as we can, 
for the local trade market and measure our performane 
in kg/meat/ha.

The oldest mob of ewes are orange tagged, 2010 drop 
and I consider them to be too big. They scan 200% 
including triplets and they turn off good lambs, but 
handling them is a problem. I don’t measure how much 
grass they eat, but one can imagine a 78kg animal eats 
considerably more than a 68kg (in actual fact a thousand 
78kg ewes need an extra 1400kg of DM per week).They 
are the older style coopworth.

The two tooths on the other hand are more compact 
and easier to handle, still fertile and still producing good 
lambs. For me they are a better type, I don’t want to be 
bowled over in the yards or see shearers struggling with 
big strong sheep (admittedly, the 2Ts are still strong). 
There is middle ground, and I’m pleased Lambplan have 
finally seen fit to introduce the cap on adult weight into 
the Index (see page 4 for more information on this).

PALMERSTON COOPWORTH – 
TODAYS TYPE.

BLX MCP MCP+ Mat$

Gain over 10 years

BWT (kg) 0.1 0.14 0.14 0.11

WWT (kg) 1.62 2.04 1.9 2.51

PWT (kg) 2.76 3.37 3.11 4.03

MWWT (kg) 1.71 1 0.98 1.19

AWT (kg) 0 0 0 4.49

PFAT (mm) 0.06 0.14 0.27 0.21

PEMD (mm) 0.57 0.73 0.75 0.37

CEMD (mm) 0.67 0.85 0.87 0.42

YNLW (%) 0.04 0.03 0.03 -

NLW (%) 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.06

PWEC (%) 4.64 3.43 -25.82 -28.05

YGFW (%) 1.48 1.04 0.09 -0.37

YCFW (%) 2.17 2.08 1.21 -0.04

ACFW (%) -0.3 -0.95 -1.61 -0.59

Trait

CHANGES TO THE COOPWORTH $INDEX
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THE NEW ZEALAND 
COOPWORTH 
CONFERENCE
On the 18th of May, Leanne and I travelled to New 
Zealand’s North Island to attend the NZ Coopworth 
annual conference. Within ten hours of walking out 
the door at “Palmerston” we were in Tuakau, about 45 
minutes SW of Auckland.

We spent a pleasant evening rekindling old friendships 
with members of the NZ  stud breeding fraternity, as we 
both have attended these conferences in the past.

Next morning we were on the tour bus to visit a couple of 
the local hill country farms and I must say that 60km on 
these windy roads is a little different to Australian roads. 
At one point the bus slipped off the track and was on a  
precarious lean, but a deft reversing manoeuvre by the 
driver saw us safely on our way.

One of the properties visited was run by the Witford 
family who ran a commercial Coopworth flock of 3000 
ewes and 1000 hoggets plus 950 cattle.

Every ewe on the farm had to have been scanned in 
lamb as a hogget and only those that had successfully 
raised a lamb were selected for the A flock, those 
that lost their lamb(s) were put into the B flock. Only 
ewe lambs from the A flock were selected as ewe 
replacements. The B flock were joined to Suffolks.

They started lambing in the second week of July and 
consistently marked 160-165% lambs over the whole 
flock including hoggets.

The first lambs were sold off their mothers in the last 
week of October having been grazing plantain whilst 
those off pasture were a week later. Seventy five percent 
of the B flock lambs were sold off their mothers by 
weaning time which was the first week of December. The 
remaining 25% were shorn and weaned onto a brassica 
crop.

Lambs sold off their mothers averaged 17.48kg carcase 
weight and made $97.41, while those weaned and 
crop finished averaged 18.2kg and made $89.20. The 
average price overall was $92.00. The higher early price 
reflected the premium paid for early lambs.

The main driver of this father/son operation was lambing 
percentage and careful management of nutrition. To 
encourage as many ewes as possible to lamb in the 
first breeding cycle the Witfords made extensive use of 
teasers, these were used for 15 days prior to the rams 
going in. We found most of the high performance sheep 
producers were using teasers.

This farm had a 1500mm rainfall  and had a latitude 
similar to Bendigo and like most of the North Island, had 
a major problem with facial eczema (FE). FE in sheep 
and cattle is caused by spores of a fungus in the base 
of sward. Under warm, humid conditions they release 
a toxin which attacks the liver and is a very serious 
problem. We in Australia are so lucky we don’t have FE. 

To help counter the FE problem most farms run about 
65% sheep and 35% cattle, the cattle being used during 
spring and summer to keep the grass down and allow air 
to circulate so as to reduce fungal  growth.

Our next stop was at a farm leased by Kate Broadbent 
who is president of Coopworth Genetics NZ. She runs 
her  Nikau stud  on this hilly property which is so steep 
that she finds it quicker and easier to check the stock on 
foot, and when it’s wet she can’t even bring the sheep 
down from some runs as it’s too steep.

Nikau Coopworth stud was founded by the Woodward 
Family who  have had a long involvement in the local 
shearing industry. Philip Woodward’s daughter Emily 
Welch runs a shearing contracting business with her 
husband Sam, as well as being a shearer  herself and 
raising a family, she recently set a Women’s World 9 Hr 
Lamb Shearing record of 648 lambs.

Philip Woodward owns the land Kate leases and it has 
a limestone cave running under. He has built up a very 
successful cave tour business and café based on the 
cave. When he gets a spare moment he goes shearing 
which is his main passion. 

The second day of the conference was integrated into 
a Beef and Lamb NZ Field Day, which was very well 
attended by North Island producers. The key thing which 
we took away from the day was that in many areas of 
sheep/beef research Australia is leading the charge (e.g. 
lean meat yield and eating quality research, pasture 
grazing management). We took great heart from this, as 
in the past we have felt our kiwi neighbours to be at the 
forefront of agricultural research.

After the conference we travelled to Gisborne 
and stayed with Brett and Lucy Tuetenberg on 
their Hinenui Coopworth Stud. This was another 
hill country place, wet in the winter with very dry 
summers. We’ve used one of Bretts’ rams, Hinenui 
1218 which has had a strong effect on the fertility of 
Australian Coopworth flocks.

We continued south on the eastern coast of the 
North Island and our next stop was with Steve 
and Jane Wyn-Harris, who run Marlow Coopworth 
Stud at Waipukurau, Hawkes Bay. Those of you 
who attended the first year of Red Meat Updates in 
2013 may remember Steve who was the key note 
speaker. It was terrific to visit his farm and see for 
ourselves the kind of operation Steve runs – he is a 
consummate professional in managing his pastures 
using feed budgets to ensure he is on track to meet 
animal requirements.

We have used a couple of Steve’s rams and one in 
particular, Marlow 144 has had a significant positive 
effect in our Palmerston Coopworth flock.

And now it appears it may be our turn to repay the 
hospitality – the NZ Coopworth Conference in 2017 
will be held in Tasmania, so Leanne and I are starting 
to put our heads together to work out an interesting 
itinerary and showcase the best of Tasmanian 
agriculture (the hardest thing is going to be working 
out what to leave out!). This is likely to be held in 
late May, and we will invite the Coopworth Genetics 
Australia producers to join us.

SHEEPVENTION AND 
LAMBPLAN FIGURES

In late July, Leanne and I travelled to Victoria, firstly 
to attend Oliver Scott-Young’s graduation from Officer 
Training School at RAAF base, Sale and secondly, to 
attend Sheepvention at Hamilton.

At Sheepvention there were any amount of maternal 
sheep to look at, let alone the copious quantities of 
terminals and merinos.

As we were wandering up the rows of sheep observing 
the ribbons and the animals, some with Lambplan 
figures and some without, we’d sometimes come 
across an animal with a sheet of figures with strategic 
omissions. 

At Palmerston we have been breeding Coopworths 
and using Lambplan figures for 20 years and there is 
nothing surer than the fact that we are turning off more 
lambs at an earlier age than ever before. Sure we have 
irrigation and are producing good quality feed, but in the 
background is positive, genetic gain.

One can’t doubt the science - huge amounts of data fed 
into a super computer sorts out the chaff from the grain. 
Number of Lambs Weaned (NLW) is a good example, a 
ram used over stud ewes may produce lots of twins and 
triplets and all may look good for the ram. It’s not until 
the daughters and granddaughters are joined and their 
data entered into Lambplan that the true story starts to 
unfold. One rams’ daughters may produce 15% more 
singles than another and if these progeny are kept as 
breeders there is a flow-on right through the flock.

At Sheepvention there were Maternal sheep with 
ASBVs of 5% for NLW and others with 20% and 
there were others with no NLW figures at all. For the 
commercial producer the financial difference between 
these animals is huge. So I urge all Palmerston 
Coopworth clients to ensure you understand ASBVs 
so that when observing sheep, with Lambplan figures, 
anywhere, anytime, you can be confident in working 
out how good the animals are. And for sheep with no 
Lambplan figures, no-one can have any idea of what 
the animals performance really is.

                   At Palmerston we have been 
breeding Coopworths and using 
Lambplan figures for 20 years and 
there is nothing surer than the fact that 
we are turning off more lambs at an 
earlier age than ever before...

NZ Coopworth President, Kate Broadbent. She runs her 
sheep on the hills in the background.

Steve Wyn-Harris and Leanne discussing grazing systems.

Brett Tuetenberg on his property “Hinenui”. His boundary 
follows the skyline.

Steves aim is to grow as much grass as possible.
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